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Summary
Generic doctoral education at the University of Twente has been transformed from optional
extra‐for‐ few to must‐have‐for‐all doctoral candidates (incl. externals). This was
accommodated using a set of basic skills complemented by a cafeteria model with various
learning tracks: Research Support; Language Courses; Personal Development; Teaching Skills;
Career & Employability.
Outline
In 2014 The Twente Graduate School (established 2009) introduced a PhD Charter (with complementary
changes in the Doctoral Regulations) specifying the rights and obligations of doctoral candidates during
their PhD research phase. One of the newly introduced features entails a doctoral education programme
of 30EC, roughly 50/50 in discipline oriented subjects versus generic skills (Research Support; Language
Courses; Personal Development; Teaching Skills; Career & Employability). The intended activities have to
be listed in the Training & Supervision Plan that is due after three months of the PhD phase, and
progress is subject of discussion between the candidate and the supervisors in the annual reviews.
PhD candidates are free to select their subjects in consultation with their supervisors (and change them
if deemed necessary) within general boundary conditions specified in the doctoral education
guidelines. About 250 PhD candidates register annually at the University of Twente. Subjects can also
be taken outside the university, for example at national research schools or at international meetings.
Informal learning and on‐the‐job training can be part of the list, as well as distance education
(MOOCs). This presentation will focus on the generic/academic/broadeningskills.
Some of the challenges to overcome were:
• The increase of participants due to the obligatory 30EC (from ‘happy few’ to must‐have‐for‐all);
• The uncertainty in choice of the participants (there is almost free choice in subjects, except for an
introductory workshop and a course on academic integrity).
• The many providers of specialized courses, both inside and outside university.
• The budget.
Some of the solutions we worked out in order to be able to offer the appropriate subjects to the PhD
candidates are:
• A competency game during the TGS introductory workshop to help participants discover subjects
that could be helpful forthem.
• A set of basic academic skills bootcamps, in principle for all PhD candidates in their first year,
including:
o Academic Publishing;
o Academic Presentations;
o Data management;
o Information skills;
o Supervision;
o Academic integrity.

•

Follow‐up courses for the subsequent years, grouped in 5 learning tracks:
o Research Support;
o Language Courses;
o Personal Development;
o Teaching Skills;
o Career & Employability.

Some of the new features incorporated in the design include:
• Preference for in‐house providers of the courses, and renegotiation with external providers.
• Bootcamps (see list above) to accommodate large groups of participants (50‐80 instead of 10‐15).
• Senior PhD candidates are trained as coaches to facilitate guidance and feedback for bootcamp
participants. This changes the role of the staff (they train and guide the coaches now). The set‐up is
positively evaluated by the participants.
• In this way the senior PhD candidates can also gain extra EC’s in their list, and we envisage that it
will be a common step to become coach after having participated in the bootcamps.
• The design of a “Taste of Teaching” course to equip all PhD candidates that will actively engage in
teaching during their PhD phase. The assignments can entitle participants to a voucher that can be
exchanged in the UBQ basic qualification in teaching trajectory that is compulsory for employees.
The PhD experience, a survey to about 1000 PhD candidates, September 2016, some highlights:
• Basic set of questions used in the survey developed and shared with other Dutch universities.
• Survey at UT conducted in September 2016: n = 446; response rate 49.2%
• Overall satisfaction 7.4 (on 10 point scale), supervision satisfaction average is slightly higher.
• Areas of significant (≥ 10%)dissatisfaction: Doctoral education, Teaching load, Supervision, PhD
capabilities and PhD isolation.
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Staged growth model (Cook-Greuter, 2004):
Lateral growth and horizontal transformation

3rd cycle: PhD

2nd cycle: MSc

1st cycle: BSc
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Competency card game
Talk with peers about
various skills; what do
you need in training?
Use this in discussion
with PhD supervisors
Reference: PhD profile
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UT PhD
profile
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Rules and regulations
•
•
•
•

Doctoral Regulations
Charter for PhD candidates
UT PhD profile
Doctoral Education guidelines

Support:
• Confidential advisors on scientific integrity
• Confidential advisors on undesirable behavior
• PhD Counselor (who can refer to a psychologist)
• Formal procedures through Dir. TGS and Doctorate Board
• Formal objection and complaint procedures
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1) Basic PhD Skills (5EC)
Content:
• Academic Publishing
• Academic Presentations
• Data management
• Information skills

• Academic integrity
• Intake, TGS workshop, T&SP, Supervision (incl. qualifier/reviews)
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2) Research Support
•
•
•
•

Scientific Information (Advanced)
Data Management (Advanced)
Analytic story telling
Technical Writing & Editing
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3) Language Courses (max. 5 EC)
•
•
•
•
•

Dutch (various levels, also online)
English pronunciation for speakers of Dutch
Pronunciation training for East Asian speakers of English
English for lecturers
Cambridge First/Advanced/Proficiency
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4) Personal Development
•
•
•
•
•

Coaching bootcamp
Professional Effectiveness
Project management for PhD’s
Creative thinking
Cultural awareness
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5) Teaching Courses
•
•
•
•

A Taste of Teaching (for all who teach; incl. UBQ voucher)
Designing a lesson and a course
Practical teaching skills
Supervising students
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6) Career & Employability
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Career Orientation and Application
Interview Skills in English
Lean green belt
Consortium dynamics
Competing for grants
From idea to patent to business
Entrepreneurial behaviour
Summerschool EntrepreneurialU
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2) Research Support
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LESSONS LEARNED
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Doctoral Education in PhD Charter, PhD profile and DE guidelines
Card game to discover own gaps
Tailor-made programme between supervisor and PhD candidate
Avoid “compulsory”, except for TGS introduction and Integrity course
Cascading courses: Basic (for all) and Advanced (by choice)
Larger group size: teachers instruct coaches to moderate sessions
Engage senior PhD’s in coaching juniors
…and give them EC’s for coaching bootcamp + actual coaching PhD’s
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PHD EXPERIENCE SURVEY
•
•
•
•

September 2016, n = 446, response = 49.2%
Overall satisfaction 7.4 (out of 10)
Overall supervisor satisfaction 3.9 (out of 5)
Basic set of questions also used at other NL universities

Areas of dissatisfaction (≥ 10%):
• Doctoral Education (availability, discipline subjects)
• Teaching load (but also: enjoy, add value)
• Supervision (availability, interaction)
• PhD capabilities and isolation
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QUESTIONS?
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